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           Jia Yi on the Law 
                     Charles  SANFT 
                                   Gegen Konige ist jede Sache ungerecht. 
 -Novalis 
  Jia Yi  WM' (200-168 BC) was probably the most important philosopher in the first half 
century of the Han dynasty (206 BC–AD 220). As a thinker, Jia Yi was primarily inter-
ested in political matters: the role of the emperor as head of the realm, the structure of gov-
ernment, and the proper methods of rule all receive sustained attention in his Xin shu 
Law was naturally a part of this, and a number of scholars have previously treated Jia Yi's 
thinking on this topic. More than two centuries ago, Zhang Xuecheng   45A (1738-1801) 
discussed Jia Yi's interest in ritual and punishment as complementary tools of rule.' Yang 
Hegao  fang focused on the role of the law in conjunction with ritual in Jia Yi's broader 
political theories, including Jia Yi's interest in a clearly defined hierarchy and a government 
centered on the emperor.' Wang Xingguo Tgri,Dj considered Jia Yi's political ideas, empha-
sizing the importance of ritual for social  stability, while acknowledging that Jia Yi's concep-
tion would always have place for law.' Most recently, Tang Xiongshan  Wiii[Li has taken up 
a similar theme. He focuses on the joint applicability of both law and ritual, but asserts that 
Jia Yi gives superior importance to  ritual.' This is surely correct—at least at the theoretical 
level. Indeed Jia Yi comes out and says  as  much, and the importance of ritual to his thinking 
cannot be  denied.' 
   In addition to the interest in law and ritual, the studies I mention share another charac-
teristic: they concentrate on the idealized and essentially abstract level of Jia Yi's thinking 
 * I would like to thank Professor Itaru Tomiya  F for his generous support and assistance in 
   writing this article. Funding was provided by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science. 
   Zhang  Xuecheng,  fiaochou  tongyi Sibu beiyao  EfftFrarc edition, 3.7a-8b. 
   Yang  Hegao,  Jia Yi  de  falli sixiang W,IAnW$M1114, (Beijing: Qunzhong  chubanshe,  1985). 
   Wang  Xingu°,  Jia  Yi  ping zhuan  STriTf4 (Nanjing: Nanjing daxue  chubanshe,  1992). 
 4 Tang Xiongshan *MLLE, Jia Yi lizhi  sixiang  yanjiu WSVe.'4-1,E,',PSIRT-'P,(Guangzhou: Z ngshan 
   daxue chubanshe, 2005), especially 237-59. 
   This is clearly expressed in a passage commonly referred to as "Li cha"  rQ, found in Jia Yi's 
   biography in Ban Gu (32-92), Han  shu  AV, (Beijing: Zhonghua  shuju,1962), 48.2252-53. 
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about the law. This is entirely understandable, as most of Jia Yi's extant writings take just 
this tack. But here I am going to turn my attention to something a bit different, namely how 
Jia Yi understood the law to function concretely—either as it actually was, or as he envisioned 
it could be, more or less immediately. This is theory of a different sort and it gives a different 
picture than what comes from analysis based mainly on abstractions. It will show that for 
Jia Yi, the law represents the actual power of the emperor and the imperial government, its 
existence and its  vulnerability, and so can take precedence over ritual. He portrayed this as 
 reality, and acknowledged did not always accord with theoretical conceptualization. 
   I begin with a brief sketch of Jia Yi's life, then move on to discuss law and punishment 
in Jia Yi's thought. This article has three main themes: the theoretical supremacy of the Han 
emperor over all aspects of the law, the actual limitations on law and imperial power in prac-
tice, and Jia Yi's conception of a highly personalized expression of the emperor's power. 
Biography 
  Jia Yi was a native of Luoyang A-131A1 (mod.  Henan)6. We know nothing of him or his 
background before he attracted notice for his skills in writing and recitation of the classics 
at age  eighteen.' Because of Jia Yi's talents, the administrator of Henan  M* (mod. Henan), 
known to history only as the Honorable  Wu  , summoned him to join his retinue. 
   The young man won Wu's esteem. When Emperor Wen  & (Liu Heng  Riff,  reg.  179-57 
BC) ascended to the throne in 179 BC, he called the Honorable Wu to court and appointed him 
commandant of justice (tingweiEn. Wu praised Jia Yi to the emperor, noting his thorough 
familiarity with the writings of the various masters. As a result, the emperor appointed Jia 
Yi erudite (boshi 
   So while still in his twenties, Jia Yi joined official court discussions. Though the young-
est present, he not only answered faster than the elder statesmen who filled the court, he also 
managed to make his listeners feel he said what they had intended to say. In this way, Jia 
Yi gained a reputation for ability. We may speculate that the resentment among his seniors 
that would later hamper his career began at this time, as well. Emperor Wen, at any rate, 
was pleased with Jia Yi. Within the year, he promoted Jia Yi out of order to become grand 
palace grandee (taizhong dafu  riirt). Emboldened by his success, Jia Yi made a number 
  6 The following sketch is based on Ban Gu  fffffl (32-92), Han shu Ai+,(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 
   1962),  48.  2221-65. 
 7 However, a Tang-era burial inscription for a man with the surname Jia traces his lineage through 
   Jia Yi, and says that Jia Yi's father's name was Hui  El. There is no other evidence for this, so its 
   reliability is questionable. Even if correct, it is of limited value, as no records of Jia Hui exist. See 
   Li Xianqi ip.Az- and Zhao Huijun-atm, "You guan Jia Yi shixi ji Luoyangjiyi de ji fang mu 
   zhi" ATNIC-2-g*EdMONTAVAM,:, Wenwu 5 (1987): 42-45. 
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of proposals, including changing the calendar, along with the official color, official  number, 
and titles, as well as for encouraging ritual and music. The emperor declined to carry out 
these changes, but Jia Yi remained important at court, and is known to have composed the 
explanations for a number of changes made to the law. 
   The emperor was impressed, but when he began to talk about promoting Jia Yi to re-
ally high office, a coalition of enemies arose. Some of the most influential members of the 
government, including Zhou Bo  NO] (d. 169 BC) and Feng  Jing (d. 142 BC), criticized 
Jia Yi as inexperienced and interested only in using his position to disrupt things. Emperor 
Wen sent Jia Yi away to be tutor (taifu  AM) to the king of Changsha  R'6' (mod. Hunan). 
Changsha was far from the capital, and Jia Yi was understandably depressed by this trans-
fer away from the court. But beyond the melancholy rhapsody "Diao Qu Yuan" in 
which Jia Yi compared himself to the famous poet Qu Yuan, we do not have much record of 
his time there. 
   More than a year after the transfer, Emperor Wen summoned Jia Yi back to the court. 
Jia Yi went to see the  emperor, who happened to be receiving the meat from sacrifices. The 
observance roused the emperor's interest about spirits, and he asked Jia Yi about their origins. 
This led to a long conversation that lasted late into the night. As their talk drew to an end, the 
emperor confessed that  he  was not Jia Yi's equal in learning. Then he appointed Jia Yi tutor 
to King Huai of Liang  w  [  F (Liu Yi  gjrit,  d.  169 BC). Though this Jia Yi held the same title 
as in his previous post in Changsha, the change reflected Emperor Wen's esteem: King Huai 
was both the emperor's beloved son and a keen student. 
   While tutor to King Huai, Jia Yi submitted answers to imperial queries and proposals for 
addressing various problems in the empire. Many of the most important parts of these are 
combined into a digest that forms the core of Jia Yi's biography in the Han shu  AW,  . But 
then disaster struck, and King Huai died in a horseback riding accident. Jia Yi blamed him-
self for failing to keep his charge safe. After a year and more of depression, Jia Yi himself 
died. 
   Although Jia Yi never reached high office or held a position of real influence at court, 
his heart was in politics and political matters. The Xin shu contains his collected writings, 
mostly material related to politics, and touches on the law and punishment at many points. 
Although we have no indication about which laws Jia Yi directly influenced, the Xin shu pro-
vides ample material for an examination of his legal  thought.' 
Background on Law and Government in the Han 
  Jia Yi does not give a definition of law (fa  in, but his use of the term and related con-
  8 Shen Jiaben (1840-1913), Lidai xingfa kao  fff  up_mt (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 
   852. 
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cepts does not demand anything but the usual understanding. And although Jia Yi's biogra-
phies in the standard histories tell us he was involved in drafting the texts of statutes 
this term comes into the Xin shu only in a musical  context.' Nevertheless, we can derive a 
clear idea of Jia Yi's notions about the law from his writings. 
  For Jia Yi, the law as defines the scope of imperial power, a power that ideally should 
encompass the entire realm. By power in this context, I mean the actual ability to project 
 authority. The equivocation of power and law may seem self-evident, as it is compatible with 
some modern conceptions of how states function. But in the times that Jia Yi lived, it was not, 
as consideration of a few additional factors will make clear. 
   First is the broader historical context. Over the years of the Warring States period, there 
was a great deal of lip service given to the Zhou dynasty, which had long been without real 
power. The Zhou rulers had ritual position, and received ritual respect, but had no actual 
ability to project their authority—no real  power? 
  And when Jia Yi wrote, both the Han legal system and imperial rule itself were fairly 
 new Although the idea of a unified realm under a single ruler had long existed," it had been 
realized only in 221 BC—some 50 years before Jia Yi wrote. The First Emperor of Qin was 
the first ruler in Chinese history to have the kind of power Emperor Wen held, and it was by 
no  means certain that the Han dynasty rulers would—or would be able to—rule their realm 
as the Qin had, more or less directly from a central  authority.12 
   A final point concerns the nature of the early Han system of governance. The Qin sys-
tem had replaced the former system of hereditary rule with a bureaucratic administration. 
But when the founder of the Han established the new dynasty and his own rule, he partially 
re-instituted the pre-Qin system by establishing a small number of his underlings as local 
rulers in some territories, leaving the Qin system in place elsewhere. He called these rulers 
zhuhou  gra,K, the same title held by the rulers of the ancient quasi-feudal system. As a result 
of this arrangement, the system of rule in the first decades of the Han dynasty was a mixture 
of hereditary investiture and bureaucratic government. A number of these local rulers re-
belled in the early years of the Han dynasty, but  those remaining (either the original rulers or 
their inheritors), controlled their territories with a great deal of lassitude. They posed a  seri-
  9 In a musical context,  la  means "pitch(es)." For a discussion of this in a work of legal scholarship, 
 see  Ma  Xiaohong  %/NI, Li  yu  fa:  fa de lishi lianjie 8iYjgf..4t (Beijing: Beijing daxue 
   chubanshe, 2004), 72-73. Cf. Tang,  238-43, who offers a definition of law derived from the "Dao 
   shu"  Mai chapter of the Xin shu. 
 '° Yuri Pines, "The Question of Interpretation: Qin History in Light of New Epigraphic Sources," 
   Early China 29  (2004):  19-20. 
 11 Yuri Pines, "Envisioning Empire: Chinese Political Thought of the Warring States Period 
   (453-221 B.C.E.)" (unpublished manuscript, 2006). 
 12  Lu Simian  gEk, Qin Han shi  #'/A. (1947; reprinted Hong Kong: Taiping  shuju,  1962), 54. 
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ous danger to Han rule, a threat that culminated in the Revolt of the Seven Kingdoms (Qiguo 
zhi luan  b  MIZE) in 154  BC." Jia Yi described this situation in terms clear and strong: "The 
strategic situation of the local rulers suffices for them to exclusively control the systems [in 
their territories], and their strength is sufficient to carry out rebellion"  T  
 $1, ff 
   Indeed, Jia Yi's insistence on the universal applicability of Han law was in many ways a 
direct response to this threat, as the discussion below will reflect. Jia Yi's vociferous argumen-
tation indicates it was far from reality, and suggests the notions were not the mainstream, 
either. It appears that many accepted that the emperor's authority was less than thoroughgo-
ing. Yet this was something Jia Yi remonstrated against many times, pointing to local rulers 
who took advantage of their relative independence and freedom from central authority to 
plot  rebellion." 
   In summary, the imperial system of governance was still new at the time Jia Yi wrote. 
Its final form was not certain—nor was the continuation of this system. And the present 
situation was one in which the emperor's power did not cover the entire realm equally. It is 
conceivable that Jia Yi could have accepted the status quo, or developed another alternative. 
Instead, he advocated an approach that essentially matched that of the Qin: a strong central 
government governing the entire realm and enforcing a single law—though Jia Yi tempered 
his approach with lessons learned from Qin mistakes. 
Law and Imperial Power 
  Jia Yi's equivocation of the law with imperial power is most evident when he points 
out where it does not reach, portraying places where Han law is not enforced as outside of 
imperial power. At the highest level, Jia Yi believed the territory of the emperor—the Son of 
Heaven—included everywhere in the knowable world: 
   The Odes say, "All under heaven,  / There is nowhere not the king's territory.  / To the ends of the 
 13 Many scholars have discussed this. For a concise summary, see Lao  Gan  M.*, Qin Han shi 
     (Taipei: Wenhua daxue  chubanshe,  1980), 29-35; for the Revolt of theSeven Kingdoms and its 
   roots, see Reinhard Emmerich,  "Die Rebellion der Sieben  KOnige,  154  v.Chr," in  Und  Me nun dem, 
   was mein  Herz begehrt: Festschrift  fur Ulrich Unger zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. Reinhard Emmerich 
   and Hans Stumpfeldt,  397-497 (Hamburg: Hamburger SinologischeGesellschaft, 2002). 
 14 From "Quan zhong"  *a, in Qi Yuzhang Xin shu  U-Tifir,45Eff (Taipei: Zhongguo wen-
   hua  zazhishe,  1974) [hereafter Xin shu], 2.189. 
 15 As reflected, e.g., in the "Yi tong"chapter of the Xin shu, in which Jia Yi put his finger on the 
   problem, even if his proposals as enacted proved a failure; Xin shu, 3.357-65; see also "Yi rang"  ti 
      Xin  shu,  1.165-87, etc. 
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   earth,  / There is none not the king's vassal."16 The king [in the poem] is the Son of Heaven. And 
   anywhere that boat or chariot can reach, or human tracks can attain—even among the barbarians: 
 who  is  not  Son  of  Heaven's?  PI-  l  r  ,  ±,  o  *  ±,  2Aft  , 
   EE . A 3E A T- ffi ZE , Pi Ez , W %294 T1      
, Ik T P,q Ilk 0" 
But Jia Yi knew there were places where imperial rule did not reach. He explicitly pointed out 
such places, noting that their existence did not accord with idealized conceptions of imperial 
rule: 
   In the proper, ancient sense: when to east and west, north and south, anywhere a boat or cart 
   could attain, anywhere human tracks could reach, there were none who did not submit, and only 
   then was [the ruler] called Son of  Heaven.  ... Yet [now] it is only a few hundred miles, and your 
   authoritative edicts are not extended!  t-zTfi,*N-*-j-L.  rn:A-*Z_ffia, 
  X a , 51 7c AR , Aff ffff ffl $A TA" 14. ffff 
    T1118 
Jia Yi equates the failure to accept imperial edicts, which bore the force of  law,'9 with imper-
viousness to the emperor's  authority. The tension between the theory of universal imperial 
rule and the reality of actually limited power is clear: Jia Yi as much as says that Emperor 
Wen was not fulfilling his role. Ideal and reality were not in accord, and they divided upon 
the fault line of the  law. Despite the fact that Emperor Wen's edicts should be in effect every-
where, there were places which did not submit to the  emperor, and these places were not just 
known, they were only a few hundred  li away. 
   In the above quotation, the specific people who did not heed the emperor's rule were 
Xiongnu  'kjV nomads, and Jia Yi is complaining about Emperor  Wen's failure to extend 
his power over those outside Han  territory. Jia Yi also noted something similar within the 
realm: 
   Although the local lords are vassals in name  ... in general, there is no one of them who does not 
 16 From  "Beishan" (Mao  #205), Maoshi zhengyi ,=T-4,a,13-1.19b [444], in Shisanjing zhu shu 
            ed. by Ruan Yuan F-0---L (1764-1849) (Taipei: Yiwen yinshuguan, 2001). 
 " "Xiongnu" r_NV, Xin shu, 4.482. 
 " "Wei bu  shen" Xin shu, 3.417-18. Note that xin  Ta here is a phonetic borrowing for shen 
 I*, "to  extend"; see Gao Heng Guzi  tongjia huidian AIN11,-jiL  (Fnan: Qi Lu shushe, 
   1989), 82-83. 
 " See Xing Yitian  Ham, "Qin Han de  Riling xue"  WArilv-T$4,3-41, in Qin Han shi lun gao  WAZA 
 fA (Taipei: Dongda tushu  gongsi,  1987), 249-52 and passim. 
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   govern as if he himself were Son of Heaven. They ennoble people on their own authority, pardon 
   capital crimes—and the most extreme cases, they sometimes bear a yellow canopy [on their  chari-
   ots].' Han law is not established and Han edicts are not put into effect[in their territories]. FA 
 EE 4 A A ff ". g6 ifif 5 V% t . , IR , 
 4t  PR  R-RM.Ak4A,Ap  T  h021 
   Law was the nexus of conflict between local rule and the central government. Local 
rulers who set aside Han law and the edicts that constituted the enacted authority of the 
emperor blocked the power of the Han government. This created a vacuum of rule in the 
area of their jurisdiction, which they filled by taking onto themselves powers properly the 
province of the emperor: granting noble title, remitting death sentences, etc. And when Jia 
Yi says, "Han law is not established and Han edicts are not put into effect," his point is not 
that common crime is going unpunished in those places more than elsewhere and there is 
no reason to think it was. Jia Yi stresses it was Han law that were not in force, leaving open 
the possibility that another system functioned. But the refusal to implement specifically Han 
law was a rebellious act against the emperor's power. 
   Local rulers' enforcement of the law was also problematic: by arrogating to themselves 
legal privileges like canceling punishment, and by refusing to support imperial law, they put 
themselves above their station and usurped the emperor's authority. The ritual system of 
privileges—embodied in the "yellow canopy" affected by the upstarts—also figures in. But 
in contrast to Jia Yi's theoretical writings, where ritual has precedence (as noted above), here 
ritual is ritual is clearly second in importance to the concrete expression of power that was 
the law. 
   Along similar lines, Jia Yi argues that these rulers were following or enforcing laws prop-
erly the province of the emperor, which also was usurpation and, ultimately, rebellion. 
   In the palaces where the feudatory kings reside, the guards wear shoes of woven dyed silk and 
 squat,' and are judged according to the laws for the palace where the emperor  lives." The  gentle-
 20 A privilege reserved for the emperor. 
 21 "Qinshu  weiluan" Xin shu, 3.383. 
 22 Squatting is a trope for arrogant and uncivilized behavior. 
 23 The  "Yu zao"  Trg chapter of the  Li  ji says, "The clerisy does not wear clothes of woven silk (zhi 
 ka)"; in his commentary, Zheng Xuan explains,  "Zhi is woven of dyed silk thread. The clerisy 
   wears clothes of silk cloth that is dyed [after weaving]." As Kong Yingda explains in his sub-com-
   mentary, cloth woven of dyed thread requires more labor than that dyed after weaving. As such, 
   its wearing was supposed to be restricted to those of high rank;  Li  ji  zhushu, 29.19b-21a [552-53]. 
   Here, the offense is certainly exacerbated by using this cloth for shoes. I follow Qi to understand 
   lun &it in this line in the legal sense of "to judge, sentence." 
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   men of the palace and the internuncios receive name  slips" [of those come for audience] and take 
   leave according to the laws for those that serve as officials to the  emperor.' If someone serving 
   a local king is not incorrupt and upright, they punish him according to the laws for those serving 
   the emperor. They say that since all use Han  law, serving a feudatory king is nothing other than 
 serving  the emperor.nt 
   gitiZoPF1=1=17,4A—M117,-,J=J'A-'1.1V2M-2..SPAR1NT 
 JOi irtA  J-;(  m  iP  H  ,  S  'R.  ,    
1.1m  .26 
   This passage reinforces the close connection between law and ritual practices. But it also 
shows that when concrete practice is at issue, it is the law that matters: "They say that since 
all use Han law, serving a local king is nothing other than serving the emperor." This reflects 
that "using Han law" was the definition of "service"—i.e., obedience—to the emperor. It also 
reflects that borrowing the legal powers of the emperor was arrogation of his authority and 
essentially a form of rebellion. 
  Probably the most famous culprit of this sort was Liu Chang  KR (d.  174  BC), member 
of the imperial clan and king of Huainan  gm (mod. Jiangsu and Anhui), who, according to 
Jia Yi, "Trampled the Son of Heaven's laws and did not follow them, pushed aside imperial 
commands and  did  not  enact  them" jT2,gpte_.=1Kizrifi411-t,   
fn  fiL  .fis  b---.27 But Liu Chang was far from the only subordinate ruler to block 
Han power: 
   The local lords, to a man, are going to become unruly and disorderly,' reaching the point that our 
   relations with them will only be maintained by using  strategists'" covenants to keep close. And 
   Han  law  will  not  be  implemented.  gtT  la $r J , ,  T4-  .1,;( 
 24 Inscribed slips were the Han-time equivalent of visiting cards. 
 25 In his commentary at Han shu, 90.3671, Yan Shigu  ERg-- (581-645) explains qu gao as "to 
   take leave," giving this translation. Guan  P-„ "official," is used as a verb in this line, "to serve as an 
   official [to]." 
 26 "Deng qi"  4-20, Xin  shu,  1.137. 
 27 "Huai nan"  fuff, Xin shu, 4.498. Zhi  jt'in this line is a subordinating particle like ze II; Wang 
   Yinzhi  iZ (1766-1834),  ling zhuan shi ci ef*OF,R] (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1985), 
 9.11b-12a. 
 28 In his commentary at Sima Guang 1=11%,  (1019-1086), Zizhi tongjian  *=(-Elass. (Beijing: Zhon-
   ghua shuju, 1956), 15.483, Hu Sanxing  4jjHt (1230-1302) explains this line, "Each man [was 
   becoming] wanton and could not be controlled." 
 29 "Strategists" (zongheng  mg,) refers to the Warring States' period persuaders who fostered north-
   south ("vertical," zong VE) and east-west  ("horizontal," heng  fx) alliancesin opposition to the Qin 
    expansion. 
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                          1=7 f4 g 0" 
Putting the law into practice is once more the main question. And again, the breakdown of 
the law is not a problem because it results in an outbreak of robbery or other such crime. 
Indeed, Jia Yi repeats that Han law would have no effect, so some legal system would pre-
sumably still be functioning in these places. But such a system would not be Han, and would 
mean the end of imperial power there. 
   At another place, Jia Yi argues that natural disaster—which he recognized as part of the 
natural order—could result in a different sort of failure of the legal system, one that could 
lead to fall of the Han dynasty: 
   That a generation should encounter famine is a constant of the realm ... And if we should unfor-
   tunately have a drought over two or three thousand  li, how will the state care for [the people there]? 
   And if suddenly there were a crisis on the border [requiring] a force of tens of millions, how would 
   the state feed them? Army and drought would exacerbate each otherand the realm would be in 
   great  difficulty. The bold and strong would gather forces and attack wildly; exhausted men and 
   feeble old people would trade children and grandchildren and gnaw theirbones. The legal system 
   would not reach everywhere, and pretenders in distant places would rise up together and contend 
 in  rebellion.  ,  FL  •  •  9fl 
    q tH tift ? M #4, t $,Sz-E M )! , W Pt 2. g ? 
    M- ti , -F , J7 41: fk 4A 14 , ffa * MW 4 , A TA ffff 
 WZ ft ,eza , E " 
The progression here starts with a natural disaster that would lead to a breakdown of social 
 order, which would result in the inability of the Han central government to enforce its legal 
system in the affected areas. Since the law is the authority of the  emperor, its failure guaran-
tees the rebellion that would  follow. This shows authority's vulnerability in the face of events 
outside human control and emphasizes the actual limits of the emperor's power. 
   For Jia Yi, law is most important as enacted and enactable government power, not simply 
as a preventative to crime. This is not to say that Jia Yi rejects the idea that law and punish-
ment serve to control undesirable behavior. He criticized the topsy-turvy moral sense of his 
times, bemoaning the fact that, "Those who dare to break legal prohibition and commit great 
wrongs are thought to understand proper principle"  g  14*  A  rA  1-11,32 
 30 "Yi rang," Xin  shu,  1.165. 
 31 "Wu chu" Xin shu, 4.521. Note  that  yi  M is borrowed for ni "to imitate," thus, nizhe  ll       "imitator,  pretender"; see  Yan Shigu's commentary at Han shu, 24A.1130 and Gao Heng,  Guzi 
   tongjia huidian, 376. 
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indicating that the law works against crime. But for Jia Yi, it was broader and deeper than 
protecting life and property from commonplace crime. 
Law and Order 
  The role of law as reflecting and constituting imperial power is reinforced by its role in 
ensuring social order, which is actually secondary in Jia Yi's portrayal. For Jia Yi the exis-
tence of a functioning legal system is as much a result of proper governance as it is a cause. 
It helps comprise imperial  power, but does not alone create it; nor can it alone create a proper-
ly ordered society. The idea of law as reflecting rather than producing social order contrasts 
with commonplace modern conceptions that take the law to be something that creates order 
within a society by forbidding anti-social  behavior, thus compelling the pro-social. 
  Jia Yi's explanation of a system of uniforms and insignia of rank shows how he envi-
sions such a system could work: 
   As the esteemed and the low have their grades, so do clothing and position have their grades. 
   Once grades and levels are properly established, each person would keep to standard and the 
   people would adhere to proper measure ... We should establish the law in order to inure [the people 
   with these standards] and establish officials in order to shepherd them. By this, when the realm 
   saw someone's clothes, it would know whether he is esteemed or low;and when it looked upon 
   someone's emblem, it would know his situation. This would cause people to settle their hearts... 
  It PA 4T , gR a 41 , NA VI , a I4 , 16 It 1 ". t       
, VT N , -F 31 I4 gR ifff It gA , 174. 41 ffd n It 
         Af It ,b 
The law does not create this (distinctly ritual) system; nor does it alone enforce compliance. 
Rather, it should serve to accustom the people to the system. In  day-to-day terms, the law 
is the way these things are put into practice, and so is the most concrete part of the ritual 
system. However, adherence follows from the system itself, not from compulsion. It is not 
that there is no coercive force behind these  observances," but this is subordinate to the law's 
essentially instructive character. 
  That is why Jia Yi argues that punishment should be motivating rather than retributive, 
and should be pursued with deliberate laxity rather than a zeal for prosecution. It should 
 32 "Gui wei"  fjlf4, Xin shu, 3.332. 
 33 "Fu ni"  gok, Xin  shu,  1.161-62. 
 " "Fu ni," Xin shu, 1.162: "If [someone] declines [a privilege] on his own authority, he should be 
   blamed; if he usurps those above his station, he should be executed"  WI  -pig,  _E.  ig 
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focus on encouraging proper behavior rather than punishing. Jia Yi's description of idealized 
ancient times reflects this: 
   Thus, when they set up punishments in ancient times, it was in order to control the incompetent 
   and rouse lazy people. For this reason, if a crime was doubted, they did not pursue and punish it. 
   Thus, the incompetent were able to change. tiSC  TN ,  .1)),  T ,  kE 
   2. — , 4._ -ft ,NTPM E3Z " 
Jia Yi argued this because he recognized the limitations of punishment at building a good 
relationship with the people, which he believed was necessary for successful rule. 
   Someone easy to make happy and hard to make angry is fit to be lord; someone who recognizes 
   others' merit and forgets others' crimes is fit to be esteemed. Thus I say, punishment cannot be 
   used to be kind to the people, and the arrogant cannot become shi. It follows that if you want to 
   use punishment to be kind to the people, it is like using a whip to become familiar with a dog: even 
   after a long time, you won't get close to it.  ft  A ,  ft  1E3 ,  g  ffl  o Fol A 
    rc V] , ifff Z. IR 4t , 11 A It . AZ Fi F TN 11 Tg M 8 , :&     Tg M V* J AZ W W TN 11 n , 4 W Ih] ,  o36 
These arguments are clearly intended to refute Shang Yang  n (d. 338 BC), who had argued 
that punishment was the way to nurture the common people and earn their devotion, saying, 
 "If there areheavy punishments and light rewards
, then the ruler cares for the people"  a FA 
$1.' , ± LG  37 
   For Jia Yi, punishment was significant as the expression of the ruler's will and  personal-
ity, so he links it with connected qualities like being easy to please. And if punishment is 
taken as a personal expression of the emperor, then it follows naturally that its harshness 
can hardly create a good relationship. Just as whipping will drive off a dog, so the common 
people will become estranged and hostile from being punished. 
   The notion that punishment is best avoided if possible is also reflected in a tale Jia Yi 
relates in the "Lianyu"  '61,14 chapter of the Xin shu, where a willingness to forgo punish-
ment in doubtful legal cases directly reflects a ruler's generosity of spirit and caring for his 
people—and, not coincidentally, leads to his success in  governance." 
 35 "Da zheng shang" Xin shu, 9.989. 
 36 "Da zheng xia"  AOCF, Xin shu, 9.1003. 
 37 From the "Qu  qiang"  .1-5 chapter of the Shang jun shu M,R,V, in Jiang Lihong  Hitm, Shang 
   jun shu zhuizhi nA,StitIN (Beijing: Zhonghua  shuju,  1986),  1.30. 
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   In the end, Jia Yi foresees a government without punishment or  reward." The system, 
properly established by the emperor, would work without external addition: "You would not 
reward, and yet the people would strive; you would not punish, and yet the people would be 
ordered"  ta  M  rfij  A , Erj  lfrl  fi." Criminal law should be just a way to 
inculcate a system that is established by the emperor—a system that need only be set up 
correctly to function of itself. 
   If a sage ruler is above, then the lords increase in humaneness, the officers increase their caring, 
   and the people increase their obedience; then punishment will be discarded, and the people would 
   not receivepremature death byexecution.1"IA:,WI Alil;, 
 ,1=1L1 ,2. ." 
In this context, it important to note that Jia Yi speaks of ending punishment—not of ending 
 law. The two are closely related, but they are not identical: the best situation is of strategic 
circumstances (shi  M) that preserve and perpetuate the emperor's power without relying on 
 force." It was not the end of order. 
  I mentioned above that there is no doubt law and ritual were closely connected in Jia 
Yi's theories, and it is often suggested that ritual was more important than law for him. But 
although Jia Yi believed the ritual system was one way to create social order and avoid using 
punishment, it is not the only one. Jia Yi argued that other kinds of system had the same 
power to create circumstances in which the law is obeyed. A good example is the system 
of government in the subordinate states—the "land system" governing the relationship be-
tween local rulers and the central government: 
   Once a proper land system was in place, then the way of emperorship would return to enlighten-
   ment. Laws would be established and not broken, edicts put into practice and not violated ... The 
   lowly people would turn toward good, and the great vassals would modelobedience. And it would 
  be yourmajesty that madeit so.$rJ,,, 
 T ,T7TJP_ ,7)cA , ." 
 38 Xin shu, 5.637-38. 
 39 It may well be noted that in the respects discussed here, Jia Yi's concept of an ideal system is not 
   all that far removed from Shang Yang's; see the discussion of Shang Yang's ideas in Zhou Mi 
     Shang Yang xingfa  sixiang  ji bianfa  shijian nWij&V,V,,Rgekla(Beijing: Beijing daxue 
   chubanshe, 2002), 75-77. 
 " "Xiu zheng yu shang" Xin shu, 9.1044. 
 41 "Xiu zheng yu xia" if*A7,-FET, 9.1079. 
 42 For a study of shi, see Roger Ames, The Art of Rulership (Albany: State University of New York 
 Press,  1994). 
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Here again, the establishment of a proper system is supposed to bring about a situation in 
which, "Laws would be established and not broken, edicts put into practice and not violated." 
A properly functioning legal system comes from proper system, and does not bring it about. 
  The above has shown how Jia Yi conceived of the law as comprising the power of the 
emperor personally, and his government: to reject or to block Han law equaled blocking the 
power of the emperor and his state. The enforcement and enforceability of the law directly 
reflected the emperor's  power, his ability to control what happened at the local level. This 
was not the ability of the Han  government to extend its military  power, or of the emperor 
to fulfill his ritual roles in the capital. It was the law that delineated the actual power of the 
emperor: his ability to enforce his authority at all levels of society. And although the emperor 
theoretically possessed unquestioned and nearly unconstrained  power,44 we can see that law 
in practice reflected the reality that this power was in fact often constrained. 
 As  Jia Yi conceived of it, the law is the power of the emperor and his government in prac-
tice; the breakdown of social order connects directly to the same. It is not that the emperor 
had a moral obligation to ensure moral order.  Rather, that order (or its absence) reflected the 
success of the emperor's government. 
   At the same time, Jia Yi recognized that the law is tool that must be applied carefully. 
If badly designed, even the best-intentioned law could actually create more problems that it 
solved: "There are matters that summon calamity, and laws that create wrong" 77                                                                                     1=i 
 TI ,  ffi  p-  ku  ff." This can happen because the system of government—including 
the law—makes some act simultaneously tempting and culpable. Jia Yi said this was the case 
for laws concerning minting money. 
   The  law permits the public of the realm to hire workers and mint money. The punishment for 
   those that dare to mix in lead or iron, or use other tricks, is tattooing. Yet the situation of minting 
   money is that if you do not adulterate the copper by mixing in lead, iron, or rock, you cannot make 
   a profit. And adulterating it by the smallest amount is easy to do—as easy as salting a stew—yet 
   the benefit is great ... We call it the law on hiring workers and publicly minting,  but  the reality is 
   penaltattooing. With lawslikethis,whatisyour majesty going to rely on? iAT 
  RhE ANAz(tzi4 fftr5  44  ,  5R  vp  , )46  AANZN, 
 " "Wu mei"  EA, Xin shu, 2.202. 
 °A See also Liu Zehua  wijx*, Wang Maohe  Eafri, and Wang Lanzhong Zhuanzhi quanli 
   yu Zhongguo shehui  utJlikjiWP  mitt (1988; rpt. Tianjin: Tianjin guji chubanshe, 2005); Xu 
   Lianda  fv,.1- and Zhu Ziyan Zhongguo huangdi zhidu1170.2.1-1-Mir (Guangzhou: 
   Guangdong jiaoyu  chubanshe,  1996), etc. 
 45 "Zhu  qian" Xin  slut, 4.534. 
 46 These twelve graphs are inserted following the Lu edition. 
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   m a Ez , 7F Tg PT , ffff V& , A , W 20. 8a 
      ffff 4 ff.! Ag 41 El SR Ed II tk , ffff lt W IR . 44 tk 
 th  ,  I.  l  fiff  10  T% 
Here Jia Yi offers a very rationalistic view of the law as something that must be properly 
designed. Otherwise, as in the case of minting, "The wrongs will not be overcome, and legal 
prohibitions will be repeatedly destroyed" 4-< TI 2,v__;w8 A badly designed 
law would often be broken, bringing on the one hand to disrespect for the law, and on the 
other, overuse of punishments, which will lead to a reputation for  cruelty. Essentially, it 
would constitute a trap to catch and punish people, instead of a tool of  governance." That 
in turn would threaten the emperor directly. This recognition owes much to the experience 
of the Qin dynasty, whose errors Jia Yi describes as being in great part failures of their legal 
system. Instead of more and harsher penalties, Jia Yi wants a better system and better  law. 
The Lessons of the Qin 
  The precipitous rise and fall of the Qin dynasty was a common theme among Han dy-
nasty political writers, many of whom vilified the Qin as brutal and barbarous. Some mod-
ern scholars have suggested that this negative view traces to Jia Yi, whose most famous 
prose work, the "Guo Qin lun"MAI, was a meditation on the mistakes of the Qin  rulers." 
Although other writers criticized the Qin around the time Jia Yi did, his critique is by far the 
most famous, perhaps because of its author's undeniable literary  talent." 
  As Jia Yi portrays the Qin state in the time before unification, improvements in law coin-
cided with expansion of its rulers' power: "Lord Shang (Shang Yang) assisted them; within 
the state they established laws and standards, strove at cultivation and weaving, and main-
tained the equipment for defensive warfare"  rAA-{2_,  N  A  afx ,  fit  al, 
 47 "Zhu qian," Xin shu, 4.531. 
 48 "Zhu qian," Xin shu, 4.543. 
 49 See "Zhu qian," Xin shu, 4.541. 
 50 Li Yu-ning, "Introduction," The First Emperor of China (White Plains: International Arts and 
   Sciences  Press,  1975), xv—xvii suggests  Jia Yi inaugurated this tradition. For the complete text of 
   the "Guo Qin lun," see Qi Yuzhang Xin  shu,  1.1-74, but note that the Xin shu mentions the Qin and 
   their errors at many places. 
 " Others who criticized the Qin around that time include Lu Jia  QSI (ca. 216—ca. 172 BC), whom 
   Emperor Gaozu Ti (reg. 206-195 BC) commanded to discuss the fall of Qin and rise of Han (a 
   theme found in the Xinyu  VI, attributed to him), and Zhang Shizhi  AZ (ca.  2nd c. BC), who 
   attracted Emperor Wen's notice by his analysis of the same; see Shi  ji, 97.2699 and 102.2751, and 
   Han shu, 43.2113 and 50.2307. 
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 _R-.52 So far so good. This reinforces Jia  Yi's idea that the ruler's power and 
the law were coterminous. But Jia Yi paints a very different picture of law after unification, 
when the Qin reached the height of their power: 
   Thus, when the Qin flourished, they multiplied laws and made punishments harsh, and the realm 
   shook. When they declined, the common people were resentful and the whole world rebelled  ... 
   The Qin botched both root and branch (i.e., important and unimportant), and so could not last long. 
   k , tk "ft fiq ffff -F Ez .4 1W , tet 'fffi F/14 P9 & 
   ••• g , 11E A ." 
This suggests that the fall of the Qin was a result of the overuse of punishment, harsh  pun-
ishment that broke down the relationship between ruler and vassal and constituted an abuse 
of imperial power. 
   The failures of the Qin state centered around their destruction of traditional culture and 
its ideals of rulership, which included limitations on the exercise of power: "They discarded 
the way of proper rulers and established self-interest; they burned the books and writings 
[of the past] and made punishment and law harsh"  rg  ,  VI!  rflj 
 TFIJ  m." The harshness of Qin law was not simply a part of their failure, it was a main 
part. Thus, when Jia Yi depicts the breakdown in social order Qin misgovernment  caused, 
it is the sufferings of the convicts (and not the victims of crime) that most catch his eye and 
epitomize the condition of the  realm:" 
   And then wrong and artifice rose up together, and superior and subordinate deceived each other. 
   Those that bore punishment were many, and those to be punished and those to be executed gazed 
   at each other in the road. And the realm suffered from it. 1“We,,,ffi_E-Ft 
  3116_  Ag  V  4  ,  311fff0^  ,  -F  0" 
  Jia Yi says that the Second Emperor (HuhaiMA", reg. 209-7 BC) of Qin could have 
saved the Qin dynasty, and one of the things he should have changed first was the legal sys-
tem—not doing away with law, but rather shifting to a softer and simpler penal  regime." He 
 52 "Guo Qin shang" Xin  shu,  1.1. 
 " "Guo Qin xia"  AgT,  Xin  shu,  1.70. 
 54 "Guo Qin zhong"  Ar1=1, Xin  shu,  1.41. 
 55 This contrasts with his portrayal of his own times, where he shows no sympathy for convicted 
   criminals, only victims; see, e.g., the "Su ji"  ftV chapter of the Xin shu; Xin shu, 3.283-302. 
 56 "Guo Qin zhong,"  Xin  shu,  1.50. 
 57 See "Guo Qin zhong," Xin  shu,  1.45, where proper laws are part of the good government Jia Yi says 
   would have been possible under the Second Emperor. 
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could have, "Simplified the law and reduced punishments, in order to preserve [the people's] 
descendents"  cc  pg ,  A  z   ,  t  3f11  #  T  ; 
but he did not. Instead, he instead made the situation worse, "Multiplying punishments and 
making executions harsh; their officers' handling [of legal cases] was  extremely cruel, reward 
and punishment were  improper,  and  taxes lacked proper system" V)fgaa,t  -(5 
Fr4  ,  ri  4\ ,  flA  e  11!,  ft." The reason for this was the Second Emperor's educa-
tion, itself an outgrowth of Qin culture: 
   Their customs definitelydid not esteem respectful deference; what they elevated was reporting 
   crimes. They definitely did not esteem ritual and duty; what they elevated was punishment. [The 
   First Emperor] made Zhao Gao (d. 207 BC) tutor to Huhai, and he taught him criminal cases; 
   what they practiced—if not cutting people in two or amputation of the nose—was executing 
   people's families to three generations.  T  0  11-*V  a  th , Pfi  ±.  zgf  ; 
  WI 4 It ifia 4A , Pq _E. 41 IT -ft . ka f4 ffd It , PR T4 
        R411A,I=MAZH.--&- ft." 
Indeed, Jia Yi recommends that educating the future emperor about proper punishment 
should explicitly be the task of officials. One of these was the "grand tutor" (taifu  A  wo—a 
position Jia Yi held himself, albeit to a king and not an heir designate—and the "adjuster 
censor" (tiaoxun\61)Proper oversight of the law was one of the skills necessary for a 
successful emperor. 
  Jia Yi argued that the law represented the power of the emperor and the state centered 
on him, so its application reflects the emperor directly to the people. By the same token, its 
misapplication threatened him  directly. Thus the law was a matter of highest urgency and 
importance. This causal chain is never clearer than when the law takes effect through pun-
ishment, as the example of the Qin showed. 
Imperial Power and Its Restraint 
  The most important lesson Jia Yi derives from the Qin case is that although the emperor 
theoretically possesses total power in the realm, reality dictates that he must be careful about 
exercising that power. And when reality and theory come into conflict, it is inevitably reality 
that wins out. The harshness of law and punishment has its place, to be sure: 
 58 "Guo Qin zhong," Xin  shu,  1.45. 
 59  "Bao fu" Xin shu, 5.621. 
 8° See "Fu zhi" Xin  shu, 5.559-60. 
 61 "Fu zuo," Xin shu, 5.656. 
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   Humaneness, duty, benevolence, and generosity—these are the sharp blades of the lord of men. 
 Power, circumstance, law, and system—these are the axes of the lord of men. Once circumstances 
   are established and power sufficient, then you can use humaneness, duty benevolence, and gener-
   osity and be merciful to them...  fz.  !A  r ,  lib YJ  ;  M  $1.1  , 
 tb A E E , 75 1-'). N- A- N , 
     ft. 
But all the theoretical power in the world will not protect a ruler who misuses this power, as 
the Qin did: in such a case, the common people will rise up and overthrow him, even if they 
lack good leadership, equipment,  etc." 
  Jia Yi is also interested in the ways the law itself channels or even limits the emperor's 
power. This is clearly reflected in a quasi-historical tale included in the "Chunqiu"  4y( 
chapter of the Xin shu. The story tells of King Hui of Chu  VE  T, who finds a leech in his 
pickles, and inexplicably—at  least at first—swallows it, which leads to stomach troubles. 
When questioned by his chancellor about the cause of his illness, the king confesses that he 
knowingly ate the leech. His reason is telling. The people responsible for his food would be 
punished with death for such a lapse. And the king says he could not bear to see that. So 
he ate the leech rather than draw attention to it and bring condemnation upon his servants. 
The chancellor predicts that an act of disinterested self-sacrifice cannot but be repaid with 
recovery, which indeed came to  pass.64 
   The implication of the story is that the king could not simply choose to not apply the law, 
even though it would have been an act of mercy: public knowledge of the failure on the part 
of the cook and others must result in their death. The law constrained the ruler, and he could 
not override it, even when it called for  what  he did not want—though, interestingly enough, 
he apparently had no moral responsibility to ensure the law was enforced, either. But he was 
not above the law; nor could he cancel it at whim. 
 However Jia Yi elsewhere says the emperor could arrange systemic mercy for entire 
groups. He offers this as a way for the emperor to secure his own position, in the case of the 
law by making selective mercy for those closest and most important to him a part of the law, 
a theme to which he gives considerable  attention." For although Jia Yi conceived of the law 
as belonging exclusively to the emperor, he knew well that those under him—especially the 
bureaucrats and other cogs in the state system—had considerable power to affect the  work-
 62 "Zhi bu  ding"PJ4ct, Xin shu, 2.213-14. 
  63 See, e.g., "Guo Qin lun shang," Xin  shu,  1.24-30, etc. 
 64  "Chunqiu," Xin shu, 6.769. 
 65 See Charles Sanft, "Rituals  that  Don't Reach, Punishments that Don't Impugn: Jia Yi on the Exclu-
   sions from Punishment and  Ritual,"  Journal of the American Oriental Society  125.1  (2005): 31-44. 
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ing of the system, and thus its outcome: 
   Subordinates are extremely numerous, but the ruler is limited in number [to just one]. Those who 
   are entrusted with material goods and official positions are all among the subordinates. If they 
   only lack shame and seek ease, then the lord will become exhausted and sick. M-FZ.,fi
   EE . Pq 01- 4 a V 46 , At T . 111 TU , flq 
 )  MN  9fFJ  . 
The fact was that the  emperor's power was limited, and this was as clear from the reality of 
the day as it was (and is) from common sense: Jia Yi believed that the limits he portrayed as 
voluntary were necessary to preserve the emperor in his position. Yet Jia Yi does not show 
the emperor as ultimately compelled by the law: although the emperor must follow the law as 
established, he can change it. But Jia Yi argues that as the emperor does so, he is not free to 
make any changes he wishes. Rather, Jia Yi argues from a conception of the intrinsic quali-
ties of human beings, which compels a particular course of action and certain kinds of  law. 
Conclusion 
   In the examples I have looked at here, Jia Yi's rhetoric takes its form from the tension 
between theory and reality. Jia Yi walked a veritable tightrope in his discussions of rule, of 
law and punishment. The theory was unlimited imperial  power, and one of the ways this 
was expressed was through law and edict. This made it tantamount to rebellion for any lo-
cal ruler—or even a foreign one—to block Han law, or to enforce laws properly the province 
of the emperor. The reality was an essentially bureaucratic system that needed officials in 
order to function. It was the duty of every person to obey the emperor, but the Han had a 
limited ability to make that happen. Add to this Jia Yi's consideration of unruly and dis-
obedient vassals, difficulties with foreign powers, the threat of natural disasters, and other 
problems—all forces limiting the emperor's actual power—and you have a hardheaded and 
realistic picture of rule in early Han China. Jia Yi also believed adherence to the law followed 
in large part from the system of governance itself, and he never tired of offering suggestions 
for improvement to that system. He used the reality of a legal system that did not always 
work ideally to argue for a better one. 
 ss  "Jie ji," Xin shu, 2.262. 
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